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Abstract—A logic coverage measure related to MC/DC testing is used to estimate residual faults. The residual fault prediction method is evaluated on an industrial PLC logic example. A randomized form of MC/DC testing is used to maximize coverage growth and fault detection efficiency.

I. INTRODUCTION
Coverage measurement has been used to estimate residual faults in program code [1,2]. The basic idea is that the relationship between code covered and faults found is nearly linear, so it is possible to estimate the number of residual faults from the proportion of uncovered code. In this paper we apply the same concept to PLC logic networks rather than conventional program code—combined with a random test strategy designed to maximize coverage growth. We based our study on a PLC logic network taken from an industrial example that had 36 binary inputs and 10 binary outputs. There were also 6 known faults in the initial logic implementation.

II. LOGIC COVERAGE MEASURES
Clearly to apply the approach to a logic network we needed an equivalent measure of logic coverage. We considered input value coverage, where all possible combinations of input values are covered, and output value coverage where all possible combinations of output values are covered. However the main measure chosen for this study was input-output pair coverage where input values are selected such that change of a given binary input $i$ can “toggle” the state of a binary output $j$.

There is a strong relationship between input-output pair coverage and the Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) test method used in conventional programs [3]. MC/DC tests are designed so that a change in every Boolean condition “toggles” the Boolean value of the overall IF condition.

With 36 inputs and 10 outputs and a maximum of 4 input-output combinations, the maximum number of combinations is 1440. In practice the number of actual combinations could much less due to constraints between inputs and outputs imposed by the logic network. In this particular example, the constraints reduced the number of I-O pairs to 236.

III. MC/DC RANDOM TEST STRATEGY
Conventional random testing uses a uniform random input distribution with a probability $p_i = 0.5$ that an input is set TRUE for all inputs $i$. We propose an alternative strategy where we seek to achieve a uniform output probability—where the input probabilities $p_i$ are chosen so that $p_j = 0.5$ for all outputs $j$.

The rationale for uniform output probability testing is that it will maximize the output coverage growth measure, and also increase I-O pair coverage growth as there is a 50% that each output can be “toggled” by a change in an input.

In order to achieve uniform output coverage, it was necessary to devise a procedure for back-propagating assigned output probabilities to the inputs. The rules for back propagation through logic are quite simple:

- **AND:** $p_{in} = p_{out}^{1/n}$
- **OR:** $p_{in} = 1 - (1 - p_{out})^{1/n}$
- **NOT:** $p_{in} = (1 - p_{out})$

where:
- $n$ is the number of inputs to the logic gate,
- $p_x$ is the probability of TRUE value on link $x$.

This is illustrated in the figure below for a simple single-output network, where a $p_j$ value of 0.5 is back propagated to the inputs to derive input probabilities $p_i$.

![Figure 1. Back propagation of probability values](image_url)

In practice, back propagation is constrained by network junctions and feedback loops. For example in the figure above, the feedback loop forces one input to the OR gate to be 0.5. When one input probability is constrained to $p_{in}^*$, it can be shown that he probability for the remaining input $p_{in}$ is:

$p_{in} = 1 - ((1 - p_{out})/(1 - p_{in})^{1/n-1})$

Hence for $p_{in}^*=0.5$, $p_{out}=0.71$ and $n=2$, we obtain 0.42 for the other input.

When back-propagation was applied to the actual network of 36 inputs and 10 outputs, the interconnection constraints meant that the “ideal value” of $p_j = 0.5$ could not be achieved...
(as negative values for $p_{in}$ are derived during back propagation). Compromise values for the output probabilities (typically of the order of 0.3) were chosen instead to obtain valid input probabilities. The distribution of input probabilities to achieve near uniform output probabilities is shown in the figure below. It is clear that the input probabilities can be quite extreme (close to zero or 1).

![Figure 2. Distribution of input probabilities](image)

We can view this input distribution as the probabilistic equivalent of an MC/DC test pattern as it maximizes the chance of specifying inputs patterns where an output will change if a single input bit is changed.

IV. Test Effectiveness

I-O pair coverage was compared against faults found using three different test strategies: MC/DC random testing, uniform random input testing ($p_{in} = 0.5$) and a set of 486 systematic tests developed for the original industrial logic implementation (see the figure below).

![Figure 3. Faults detected vs. I-O pair coverage](image)

As expected, the MC/DC test appears to out-perform the other test strategies, finding the first 4 faults in 10 random tests and all 6 in 486 tests, while the systematic tests had only detected 4 faults at this stage, and random input testing had found none. 100% I-O pair coverage is achieved with 3000 tests, giving high confidence that there are no residual faults.

V. Conclusions

1. I-O pair coverage was strongly correlated with the faults found in the logic network.
2. MC/DC random testing was more effective than random input testing and an existing systematic test set—probably because coverage growth was faster.
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